
 

 

Abstract–Due to the increased generation of electricity from coal, 

oil and other fossil fuels, energy and environmental issues have 

become the major concerns around the globe. Thus this paper has 

been initiated to develop a steam generator based multitasking test 

bed that have analyzed the relationship of key parameters of the 

steam turbine-generator set such as pressure, temperature and 

turbine’s rpm, with the variation of load. The bang-bang based 

control algorithm has been applied to control the rpm of the steam 

turbine-generator set according to the load requirements. At the end 

of the thesis, performance analysis has been carried out in 

MATLAB/Simulink on different scenarios with respect to load.  
. 

Keywords— Open-Loop Control Systems, Closed-Loop Control 

Systems 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE world is facing very serious energy threats because of 

the increasing consumption of electricity and global 

warming. One of the reasons behind the problem is the 

vigorous exploitation of fossil fuel reserves of the world in the 

last century. So as to compete with energy challenges, 

scientists and engineers are working day and night for the well 

being of our community. Now scientists prefer those sources 

of energy that are renewable and environmental friendly as 

well. So paradigm shift is being observed as far as prime 

mover of electricity is being concerned [1, 2]. 

Out of the many sources of renewable energy such as water, 

wind, and solar, steam energy is still considered popular 

source of electricity production globally because of less cost 

[3]. 

II.  CONTROL TECHNIQUES 

A control system by definition consists of the system to be 

controlled – called the plant, as well as the system which 

exercise control over the plant, called the controller [4]. A 

controller could be either human being, or an artificial device. 

The controller is said to apply the signal to the plant called the 

input to the plant (or control input), in order to produce the 

desired response from the plant, called the output from the 
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plant. The relationship between the input and output of the 

system are further divided into two categories: 

i) Open-Loop Control Systems 

ii) Closed-Loop Control Systems 

Such a control system, in which the control input is applied 

without the knowledge of the plant output, is called an open-

loop control system. The Figure 1 shows the block diagram of 

an open-loop control system. 

Controller

Desired 

Output

Plant

Control Input Output 

 

Fig. 1 Open-Loop Control Systems [5] 

A control system in which the control input is a function of 

the plant’s output is called a Closed-Loop control system. 

Since in a Closed-Loop system, the controller is constantly in 

touch with the actual output, it is likely to succeed in achieving 

the desired output even in the presence of noise or uncertainty 

in the linear plant behavior. The mechanism by which the 

information about the actual output is communicated to the 

controller is called a feedback. In Figure 2, the path from the 

plant output to the controller input is called a feedback-loop 

[5, 6]. 
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                      Fig. 2 Closed-Loop Control System [5] 

 

The input applied to the controller is called the error signal. 

It represents the difference between the set point signal and the 

feedback signal. The error signal is expressed by the following 

formula: 
      

Error Signal e (t) = Set Point - Feedback Signal                    (1) 
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Fig. 3 A Feedback Control System [7] 

 

The Bang-Bang control mode is the most basic type of 

control system. Its output has only two states, usually fully 

‘On’ and fully ‘Off’. One state is used when the controlled 

variable (e.g., temperature, pressure, rpm, voltage) is above 

the desired value (set point). The other state is used when the 

controlled variable is below the set point. The bang-bang 

controller is also referred to as the two-position, or On-Off 

control [7].  

In control theory, a Bang-Bang controller is a feedback 

controller that switches suddenly between two states. These 

controllers may be realized in terms of any part that provides 

hysteresis. They are implemented where the plant 

acknowledges signals in the form of 1’s & 0’s (binary signal), 

for example a boiler that is either entirely ‘On’ or completely 

‘Off’ [8].  

Thus Bang-Bang controllers controls are actually optimal 

controls in some cases, although they are also often 

implemented because of ease or convenience. Figure 4 

illustrates the Bang-Bang controller.  

Bang-Bang Controller Plant 

Output
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Output
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-
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  Fig. 4 A Bang-Bang Controller 
                              

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

The system constitutes two major parts. The first part is 

responsible for the power generation i.e. steam turbine-

generator set and the other is monitoring and control of 

different system parameter such as generated voltage, load 

current, load power, turbine’s RPMs and steam temperature 

i.e. microcontroller based design.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                Fig. 5 Block Diagram of the Test Bed 

IV.  MICROCONTROLLER BASED DESIGN 

The microcontroller is playing a major role in an emerging 

field of Electrical engineering. Many technical processes and 

products in the area of Electrical engineering show an 

increasing integration of sensors and actuators with the 

microcontrollers [9].  

  In this project, various sensors have been interfaced with the 

microcontroller, for instance temperature sensor to measure 

temperature of steam, position sensor for measuring RPMs of 

the steam turbine. Interfacing of shunt resistance and voltage 

dividers are being done to measure current and voltages 

respectively. Table 1 shows their details. 

The maximum power utilization of the system is also 

measured by the microcontroller. Bang-Bang based control 

logic is executed by the microcontroller as to control the 

rotation of the outlet valve of the boiler which in turn regulate 

the RPMs of the steam turbine as per the load requirements. 

Graphical LCD has been interfaced to view the values of the 

above mentioned parameters. Serial data is also being 

transmitted to the PC as to monitor it on the GUI/Simulink via 

RS232 protocol.  
TABLE I 

COMPONENT INTERFACING DETAILS 

 
PIC18F452 have been chosen because it meets the task at 

hand efficiently and cost effectively. Its speed, packaging, 

power consumption, amount of RAM/ROM available, and 

number of I/O pins are well sufficient for the desire design. 

The key features for the PIC18F452 are given in Table 2. 
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TABLE II 

THE KEY FEATURES FOR THE PIC 18F452 [9] 

 

Real-time microcontroller based design for test bed is 

shown in Figure 6.  

 
          Fig. 6 Real-time Microcontroller Based Design for Test Bed 

V.  SYSTEM MODEL EXECUTION 

The actual flow chart of the system is being discussed in this 

section. 

5.1 Flow Chart 

The flow chart given in Figure 7 describes the complete 

logic of the test bed being taken. 

 

Fig. 7 Flow Chart of the System 

5.2 Schematic Diagram: 

Figure 8 has shown the schematic diagram for the 

microcontroller based design. 

 

Fig. 8 The Schematic Diagram 

 

 
   Fig. 9 Complete Simulink Model of the System in an Active State 

The purpose of this experimentation work is to test the 

implemented control algorithm in which the turbine’s RPMs 

are varied with respect to the load variations. 

For verification, threshold of 90mA has been set and as the 

current violates this threshold condition, control algorithm will 

be activated and send a control signal to further open the 

boiler’s outlet valve, that will increase the steam pressure and 

eventually turbine RPM’s will be compensated with respect to 

the requirements.  

If the current reaches below threshold value, the outlet valve 

starts to close, steam pressure reduces and turbine RPM’s 

decreases accordingly.  

As shown in the Figure 9, a gear system has been placed to 

control position of the outlet valve. Three positions have been 

set, in terms of angle (degrees) at 0
0
 the valve is fully closed, 

at 45
0 

the valve is half opened while at 90
0 

the valve is fully 

opened and the maximum steam will be released from boiler.  

The description of these experiments is given below. 
 

5.3 Experiment No. 1: No Load Condition: 
 

  In this experiment, the system has been tested under no load 

condition and results have been analyzed.  
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    As shown in the Figure 10, at t=10s, the valve has been 

operated through push button. Turbine RPM’s are stabilized at 

t=20s. At t=25s, the generator’s peak voltage is recorded i.e. 

7V.   

   During the experiment, load is not switched ON; hence the 

current and power values have remained zero. At t=35s, the 

turbine’s RPMs starts to decrease which reflects the gradual 

decrease in the generator voltage as well. In the end at t=120s, 

the system reaches its initial position.  

 
Fig. 10 Experiment No. 1 No Load Condition 

 

TABLE III 

RESULTS  FOR EXPERIMENT NO. 1 NO LOAD CONDITION 

 
 

5.4  Experiment No. 2: Half Load Condition: 
 

In this experiment, the system runs under auto control mode 

in half load condition. The purpose of the experiment is to 

analyze the implemented control technique, i.e. Bang-Bang 

Control Technique, during the experiment only one bulb is 

remained ON. Figure 11 shows the plots taken in this 

experiment. At t=20s, results have been shown that as the 

current violates the threshold condition i.e. I=90mA, the outlet 

valve is opened and eventually the increased steam pressure 

has affected the increase of turbine RPMs from 2700 to 3100, 

which verifies the implementation of the Bang-Bang Control. 

At t=20s, as the threshold condition is violated and the outlet 

valve starts to open further from 45
0
 to 90

0
 to compensate the 

steam pressure accordingly to the requirement. After a certain 

time, the pressure reduces the turbine RPMs and in the end at 

t=110s the bulb is turned off and the system becomes idle at 

t=120s. Table 6 shows the generated results. 

               

 
Fig. 11 Experiment No. 2 Half Load Condition 

 

TABLE IV 

RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT NO. 2 HALF LOAD CONDITION 

 
 

5.5 Experiment No. 3: Full Load Condition: 

  In this experiment the system runs under auto control mode 

in full load condition. The purpose of the experiment is to 

analyze the implemented control technique, i.e. Bang-Bang 

Control Technique. During the experiment, the two bulbs are 

operated one by one. Figure 12 shows the plots being taken in 
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this experiment. At t=20s, results have shown that as the 

current violated the threshold i.e. I=90mA to 200mA (both 

bulbs are in ON state), the outlet valve is further opened and 

eventually steam pressure increases Turbine RPMs from 2700 

to 3100. At t=45s, I becomes 85mA from 180mA (one bulb is 

switch OFF).  At this point once again a decrease in turbine’s 

RPMs have been recorded i.e. 2400 to 1600.At t=20s, as the 

threshold condition is violated, the outlet valve starts to open 

further from 45
0
 to 90

0
. At t=45s, valve starts to close from 90

0
 

to 45
0
, in order to decrease the steam pressure and eventually 

turbine RPM’s as well. As the pressure reduces, the turbine 

RPMs are decreased and in the end at t=110s, the bulb is turned 

OFF and the system reaches at t=120s. Table 7 shows the generated 

results. 

 

Fig. 12 Experiment No. 3 Full Load Condition 
 

TABLE V 

 RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT NO. 3 FULL LOAD CONDITION 

 

VI.  HARDWARE 

Figure 13 shows the complete integrated model of the 

hardware. 

 

Fig. 13 Complete Integrated Picture of Hardware 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Since steam turbine based power generation control is a 

very specialized field, therefore the practical learning 

regarding this matter is especially relevant. 

It is very common that the academic instruction of engineers 

in this field lacks the practical component of in-field tests, due 

to difficult access to these installations. In this research work, 

a learning and training oriented system for the monitoring and 

control of steam turbine-generator set test bed has been 

developed and three different case studies have been executed 

and tested in laboratory.  

The system includes two sections, section one allows for the 

conduction of tests on a laboratory scaled test bed composed 

of a steam turbine coupled with a generator. With this 

equipment, the effectiveness of the steam turbine-generator set 

regulation can be analyzed. The major parts of this system are 

boiler, DC motor; bang-bang controller based valve & steam 

turbine-generator set.  

The second phase is the development of the interactive 

software written in MATLAB/Simulink that gives the 

complete picture of parameters under consideration and the 

data is synced to the MATLAB/Simulink via RS-232 serial 

protocol, plotted, and analyzed.   

The system will allow examining the relationship of key 

parameters such as current, voltage, power utilization, turbine 

rpm, steam pressure, and steam temperature of the steam 

turbine-generator set parallel to the load variations. 
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